Understanding the factors that shape the timing of life-history switch points (SPs; e.g. hatching, metamorphosis and maturation) is a fundamental question in evolutionary ecology. Previous studies examining this question from a fitness optimization perspective have advanced our understanding of why the timing of life-history transitions may vary across populations and environments. However, in nature we also often observe variability among individuals within populations. Optimization theory, which typically predicts a single optimal SP under physiological and environmental constraints for a given environment, cannot explain this variability. Here, we re-examine the evolution of a single life-history SP between juvenile and adult stages from an Adaptive Dynamics (AD) perspective, which explicitly considers the feedback between the dynamics of population and the evolution of life-history strategy. The AD model, although simple in structure, exhibits a diverse range of evolutionary scenarios depending upon demographic and environmental conditions, including the loss of the juvenile stage, a single optimal SP, alternative optimal SPs depending on the initial phenotype, and sympatric coexistence of two SP phenotypes under disruptive selection. Such predictions are consistent with previous optimization approaches in predicting life-history SP variability across environments and between populations, and in addition they also explain within-population variability by sympatric disruptive selection. Thus, our model can be used as a theoretical tool for understanding life-history variability across environments and, especially, within species in the same environment.
Introduction
Transition between different life-history stages is a fundamental characteristic of organismal biology [1] . Energy is allocated to different physiological functions before and after the switch point (SP), often implying a dramatic change in an organism's ontogeny (morphology, function) and ecological niche [2] . Examples of SPs include hatching [3] , emergence [4] , metamorphosis [5] , sex determination [6] or the onset of reproduction [7] . Interestingly, the timing of these transitions shows considerable variation both across and within populations. Genetic, physiological, abiotic and biotic environmental factors can all shape the timing of these transitions [8] [9] [10] , generating a huge diversity in life-history strategies. Acrosspopulation variability of the timing of SPs along different ecological and environmental gradients is well documented, e.g. resource, predation and thermal gradients in different taxa such as insects, amphibians and fish [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Furthermore, there are also numerous cases documenting the possible loss of larval or juvenile stages in these taxa and sometimes multiple SP phenotypes (e.g. different timing and/or size at maturation) even within the same population [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Understanding the factors that shape this variability in the timing of and the & 2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
phenotype at such life-history SPs has been a fundamental question in evolutionary ecology.
Foundational research on this question focused on sizespecific growth and employed an optimality approach [35] to derive the timing and size at switching between stages that maximized growth across life stages [36] . Subsequent theory integrated both size-specific growth and mortality risk and focused on identifying the SP that maximized growth while minimizing risks across life stages [2] . Further elaborations added seasonal constraints [37] , density-dependent resource competition [38, 39] and predation [40] . These classical optimality models typically emphasize the existence of a single optimal SP strategy from the maximization of individual fitness (e.g. performance, survival and fertility) subject to physiological and environmental constraints. Changes in the optimal SP strategy can, thus, be expected under different environmental conditions [36, 37, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , describing acrosspopulation variability. Optimality models have thus generated many testable hypotheses regarding such variability in the timing and phenotype of life-history SPs under different environmental conditions. For example, all else being equal, environments with higher risk in early life should result in an earlier transition at a smaller body size in organisms with indeterminate growth, while environments with higher resource availability in early life should result in a later transition at a larger body size. Such opposite selection forces could, for example, contribute to allopatric species-level diversity over evolutionary time scales [21] . However, empirical support has been mixed, especially regarding withinpopulation variability of SPs [49] [50] [51] [52] . This is largely because optimality models cannot explain the emergence of polymorphism within the same population where individuals are under the same selection pressure. Such inability of optimality models is arguably caused by the premise of unidimensional and static fitness that inevitably ignores potential densitydependent feedbacks to and from the resident population dynamics [7, 53] .
Within-population variability in SPs may arise via frequency-or density-dependent processes, thus a theoretical framework explaining both within-and across-population variability needs to consider the feedback loop between the dynamics of population and the evolution of life-history strategy [53] . Current approaches that address this need include evolutionary game theory and Adaptive Dynamics (AD) [54, 55] . Building upon evolutionary game theory by considering continuous traits and an adaptive fitness landscape, AD is the most recent mathematical framework to study phenotypic evolution [56] [57] [58] [59] . It allows the derivation of the adaptive fitness landscape from the underlying population dynamics, where ecological interactions are described as mediated by adaptable phenotypic traits. The links between fitness and traits are therefore not postulated (as typically done in classical optimality models), but emerge from how adaptive traits affect ecological interactions, thus survival and reproduction. The implementation of population-phenotype feedbacks in AD enhances the realism of described interactions, leading to a density-dependent and adaptive fitness landscape. This can counterintuitively allow 'optimal' strategies to evolve towards fitness minima, where natural selection becomes disruptive thus supporting sympatric diversification and maintenance of polymorphism [58, 60] . In fact, AD is effectively an optimization approach in only a particular setting [61, 62] . Although AD has been widely applied, yielding novel insights in a variety of ecological processes [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , among which life-history evolution (e.g. [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] ), its contribution to this field could become more accessible by focusing on general questions about the variability of SP timing in the simplest possible setting.
We here extend previous optimality theory on the timing of life-history transitions by applying the AD approach to a simple life-history model based on the earlier work by Rowe & Ludwig [37] , McPeek & Peckarsky [42] and Mylius & Diekmann [39] describing the trade-off of allocating energy to growth and reproduction [79] , as well as the feedback loop between ecological interactions and SP timing. Within the AD framework, we compute the invasion fitness and investigate the evolutionary stability of obtained 'optimal' strategies. Some of these strategies are indeed fitness minima, where natural selection turns disruptive and supports within-population variability and polymorphism, signaling the possibility of sympatric diversification. Finally, using bifurcation analyses and numerical continuation techniques [80] [81] [82] , we study the effect of ecological and environmental gradients represented by changing model parameters on the timing and variability of life-history SPs across and within populations. Such analysis is especially important since it can be tested with experiments and field observations of different species and populations in different environmental conditions, providing a framework for understanding life-history variability across and within populations.
Model and methods
The model, inspired by Rowe & Ludwig [37] and McPeek & Peckarsky [42] , describes the simplest case of a single lifehistory SP between a first ( juvenile) phase of growth and a subsequent (adult) phase of reproduction in a semelparous annual organism with non-overlapping generations (adults cannot survive from one year to the next due to e.g. harsh winter). The growth phase is size-specific: individuals born smaller tend to grow faster. This size-specific growth could reflect the metabolic cost for individuals with large initial sizes to grow or compete [83] . During the growth phase individuals suffer from density-dependent competition (direct interference) for scarce resources, e.g. space, light and/or nutrients [36, 84, 85] , and consequently reduced survival before reaching the size for maturation. The growth of survivors, however, is assumed to be density-independent to avoid over-counting the role of resource competition. This growth phase gives the organisms the necessary energy to produce a certain number of eggs after the maturation into adults [42, [84] [85] [86] . In the second phase, adults shift their niche or habitat (e.g. from water to land), so that they do not interfere with juveniles and vice versa, but still suffer from density-dependent interference competition among themselves. Additionally, they do not grow, thus allocate their entire energy to reproduction, e.g. increasing egg fecundation through active search for mates and/or proliferating egg survival through investment in egg size and/or parental care [36] , maximizing the number of offspring surviving to the next generation [85] . To describe the model in detail, we will refer to three life stages: eggs, juveniles and adults. Moreover, we consider the time of maturation, i.e. switching between juvenile and adult stages, as the adapting life-history SP trait [43] . Size of maturation is uniquely determined by the time of maturation. See Discussion for possible alternative life-history SP traits.
Following the AD approach [54, 56, 59] , it is possible to define from the underlying population dynamics the invasion fitness of a rare innovative phenotype in the environment set by the similar residents [87] . Heredity is clonal apart from such rare and small point phenotypic innovations. The invasion fitness is defined as the average number of offspring produced during its lifetime by a single innovative individual in the environment characterized by the ecological equilibrium and the life-history strategy of the resident population. The fitness is thus a function of both the innovative and the resident traits characterizing the biotic environment [54, 88] . An invasion fitness smaller than 1 (the fitness of residents at equilibrium) characterizes a detrimental innovation which will be driven to extinction by competition with the residents. An invasion fitness greater than 1 characterizes a beneficial innovation which will be favoured by natural selection and will eventually take over the life-history strategy of SP in the resident population (see [89] for recent theoretical advances). Such substitution implies a step in the trait evolution from the resident to the innovative value. Evolution, thus, proceeds by steps of beneficial innovations and resident substitutions, climbing the adaptive fitness landscape that is density-dependent and dynamic.
Trait evolution via natural selection is captured in AD by the fitness gradient, i.e. the slope (first derivative) of the adaptive invasion fitness landscape at the current resident trait. The AD canonical equation [57, 90] smoothly approximates the expected trait evolution driven by the fitness gradient, the effective population size and the properties of the innovation process (frequency and magnitude of innovations). When directional selection ceases (i.e. when the fitness gradient vanishes at a particular singular strategy) the trait has reached a flat (zero slope) point in the adaptive fitness landscape. At this point, the curvature (second derivative) of the fitness landscape foretells if evolution ends or proceeds to polymorphism. In fact, such flat points can either be fitness maxima on top of the hills of the fitness landscape (where no innovative phenotypes can invade, called evolutionarily stable strategies, ESSs), or fitness minima at the bottom of the valleys of the fitness landscape. At the points of the latter case (called evolutionary branching points [58, 60, 91, 92] ), innovative phenotypes can coexist with the residents, creating two initially similar resident populations, and selection on their traits can then be disruptive, following the slopes on both sides of the fitness valley, diversifying them into two distinct phenotypic variants, or morphs [93] . Thus, the fitness-climbing process on an adaptive landscape can also generate diversity and polymorphism that effectively describes within-population variability.
Population dynamics
We consider the number of juvenile individuals J(t) at the beginning of year t (figure 1). Juveniles grow their body mass from the initial size w 0 ¼ w(0) up to time of maturation t [ [0; 1], defined as a fraction of the lifespan of the individuals (assumed to be 1 year), when they mature into A(t) adults with size w(t). Juvenile survival to the adult phase s J (J, t) decreases with juvenile density J(t) and time spent in the juvenile phase t due to interference competition for resources. Adult survival s A (A, t) also decreases with adult density A(t) and time spent in the adult phase 1 2 t, and fertility f(w(t)) is assumed to increase with size at maturation w(t) [42, 84, 86] . Adults lay E(t) eggs by the end of the season and die after reproduction. If maturation happens at the end of the season, adults die before reproducing due to harsh environmental conditions. The probability of egg hatching s E (t) increases with the time spent after maturation 1 2 t, representing the positive returns of egg investment (e.g. egg size) during the adult phase.
The model thus reads
where g(w 0 , t) is the juvenile growth function from the initial size w 0 to the size at maturation w(t). Substituting A(t) and E(t) into J(t þ 1) we obtain a single equation for the dynamics of juveniles from one year to the next, i.e.
We can compute the number of juveniles at equilibrium J by imposing
Notice that J is a function of the time of maturation t, i.e. J(t). This is the environment set by the residents with trait t faced by the innovative phenotype; its explicit expression is reported in appendix A. The asymptotic stability of this equilibrium (ecological stability and resilience) is measured by the absolute value of the eigenvalue of the linearized population dynamics evaluated at equilibrium, i.e. j(d J(t þ 1)=d J(t))j J(t) j, that must be smaller than 1 for stability of the population dynamics. Its expression is cumbersome and thus not reported. Positivity of the ecological equilibrium and its asymptotic stability have been verified to hold for all values of parameters investigated (see Results). Figure 1 . Schematic of the life-history model. Thick lines: pre-maturation stages (before the time of maturation t). Normal lines: post-maturation stages (after t). Dotted line: a portion of overwintering eggs survive and hatch into juveniles in the next year (generation). Juveniles J(t) grow their body size w and survive density-dependent competition with probability s J (J, t) until maturation at time t, when they become A(t) adults. Adults survive until the end of the season with density-dependent probability s A (A, t) when they lay E(t) eggs with fertility f(w(t)) proportional to the body size attained at maturation. Eggs survive to the next year (impossible for adults) and hatch into new J(t þ 1) juveniles with probability s E (t) proportional to the duration of the post-maturation phase.
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Trait-dependent parameters
We assume that size growth during the juvenile stage is densityindependent and exponential (as modelled in [2, 42, 43] and empirically shown in [94] ), a Beverton-Holt model for juvenile and adult interference competition (density-dependent survival) as in Vonesh & De La Cruz [95] (see [96] [97] [98] for its derivation from different individual-based mechanisms), and egg survival proportional to the duration of the adult phase (time spent in egg investment described in [36] ). Thus, we can express the trade-off between growth and reproduction [1, 79] , i.e.
while we assume linear proportionality between adult size and fertility f(w(t)) ¼ f 0 w(t) [86] . In the first equation above, r [ (0; 1) is the intrinsic growth exponent of juveniles (figure 2a), and w K [ (0; 1) is the maximum initial size of juveniles. Different functional shapes of the growth function (logistic and von Bertalanffy [99] ) have been tried, leading to qualitatively similar results (see electronic supplementary material figure for the logistic case), thus the simpler exponential function is used for illustration. In the second equation, s J,A [ (0; 1] is the intrinsic survival probability of juveniles and adults and c J,A [ (0; 1) is the juvenile and adult competition coefficient increasing the strength of density-dependent competition (figure 2b). Function s J (J, t) thus describes the survival probability of a juvenile after competing with J juveniles for a duration of t. Similarly, function s A (A, t) describes the survival probability of an adult after competing with A adults for a duration of 1 2 t. Finally, in the last equation, s E [ (0; 1] is the intrinsic survival probability of eggs, and e [ (0; 1) is the egg investment risk exponent, characterizing the shape of the relationship between egg survival and the time allocated to egg investment 1 2 t, i.e. e , 1 convex relation (negative curvature), e ¼ 1 linear relation, and e . 1 concave relation (positive curvature, see figure 2c ). The risk exponent e is thus inversely related to the returns of egg investment. We assume that individuals matured only at the end of the season (t ¼ 1)
would have missed reproduction opportunities for mating and laying eggs (thus s E (1) ¼ 0). All these parameters are assumed to be non-adaptive traits of the species [42, 43] , and they represent particular combinations of environmental conditions. Changing such parameters represents moving along ecological and environmental gradients (see Results).
Trait dynamics
Following the AD approach, the fitness of an innovative individual with a slightly different time of maturation t 0 and appearing in the resident population at its equilibrium J(t) can be expressed as the basic reproduction number R 0 (t, t 0 ), i.e. the expected number of surviving offspring produced by the innovative individual. It is therefore given by
where the survival rates of the innovative phenotype are only reduced from competition with individuals at the same life stage ( juvenile or adult); that is, we ignored juvenile-adult competition. See appendix A for details and formulation. The dynamics of the time of maturation _ t on the trait time scale is proportional to the selection gradient G(t), i.e.
and proceeds until it reaches a convergence stable singular strategy t where the selection gradient vanishes, i.e. G( t) ¼ 0 (singularity), and at which the real part of the eigenvalue of the linearized trait evolution, Real(dG(t)=dt)j t , is smaller than 0 (convergence stability). The condition for resident-innovative coexistence and disruptive selection (invasibility) at the singular strategy t is the fitness curvature (second derivative)
being greater than [58, 60] or equal to zero [91, 92] . Unit-contour plots of the invasion fitness function (2.4) in the resident-innovative trait space (t, t 0 ) are reported in figure 3 for different values of the juvenile initial size w 0 . These pairwise invasibility plots graphically show which innovative trait t 0 can invade (positive fitness, R 0 (t, t 0 ) . 1, grey rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180371 regions in the figure) the environment set by the resident trait t [56, 58] . The intersections of the unit-contour curve with the diagonal gives useful evolutionary information. First of all, the intersections are the singular strategies that annihilate the selection gradient in (2.5), thus are equilibria of the monomorphic evolutionary dynamics (see dots in the figure); for example, there is a singular strategy in figure 3a,b, two singular strategies in figure 3c, while there are no singular strategies in figure 3d . Second, the sign of the fitness above and below the diagonal around the singular strategies tells the convergence stability [54, 58, 100] , i.e. whether the singular strategy will be approached through trait evolution from nearby trait conditions; for example, the filled and half-filled (respectively, empty) dots are convergence stable (respectively, unstable) in figure 3a-c. Third, the slope of the unit-contour line at the convergence stable singular strategies tells the evolutionary stability [54, 58, [100] [101] [102] [103] , i.e. whether evolution ends (negative slope) or continues with higher polymorphism (positive slope) after approaching the singular strategy. For example, the filled dot in figure 3a is an ESS-B , 0 in equation (2.6) representing a negative curvature thus a fitness maximum, meaning that it cannot be invaded by any nearby innovative phenotypes thus ending evolutionary dynamics. In fact, the negative tangent of the unit-contour curve at the ESS singularity point (filled dot in figure 3a) ensures a negative curvature (local maximum) along the mutant trait (vertical) direction in the pairwise invasibility plot, since fitness is smaller than 1 both above and below the ESS in the vertical direction, white colour. Otherwise, the half-filled dots in figure 3b,c are evolutionarily unstable [54, 58, 104, 105] (an evolutionary branching point)-B . 0 in equation (2.6) representing a positive curvature thus a fitness minimum (the positive tangent of the unitcontour curve at the branching singular point ensures a positive curvature along the mutant vertical direction, grey colour both above and below the branching point) meaning that the innovative phenotype invades and coexists with the resident and they then diverge under disruptive selection (see the arrows in the dimorphic direction). The transition from the scenario in figure 3b to that in figure 3c is a transcritical (TC) bifurcation [106] , at which a singular strategy enters the state space and exchanges its (convergence) stability with the boundary strategy t ¼ 0. At the boundary strategy, the selection gradient does not vanish as hatched eggs already possess a non-zero juvenile size. Thus, it is not a singular strategy, but could nonetheless represent an evolutionary equilibrium since smaller traits are unfeasible. Before the TC bifurcation the boundary strategy was unstable, while after the bifurcation the new internal strategy is unstable and the boundary strategy stable. This bifurcation gives rise to evolutionary bistability between the two alternative stable strategies (internal and boundary) depending on the initial trait value, i.e. across-population variability under the same environmental conditions. Notice that also t ¼ 1 is a boundary strategy but always convergence unstable since reproduction rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180371 fails there. The transition from figure 3a to figure 3b is an evolutionary branching (BR) bifurcation [91, 92] , at which the convergence stable internal singular strategy loses its evolutionary stability, transitioning from an ESS to a branching point. This is characterized by the negative-to-positive transition of B in equation (2.6), with B ¼ 0 being the bifurcation point. This bifurcation gives rise to the possibility of withinpopulation variability. Finally, the transition from figure 3c to figure 3d is a saddle-node (SN) bifurcation [106] , at which the convergence unstable and the convergence stable internal singular strategies collide and disappear. This bifurcation leads to selection for the boundary strategy, i.e. direct development. The model is numerically studied through systematic simulations and numerical continuation of the maturation strategy bifurcations [80] [81] [82] , allowing us to discuss all possible scenarios of across-and within-population variability and their triggers under different demographic and environmental conditions.
Results
A preliminary analysis of the effects of demographic and environmental parameters on population and trait dynamics (table 1) includes that higher survival and fertility obviously lead to higher juvenile and adult population equilibrium abundances J( t), A( t) and select for earlier switching between life stages (smaller time of maturation strategy t). Otherwise, higher growth still leads to a higher juvenile population abundance but a lower adult one, and selects for later switching. Higher competition leads to decreased population abundance both for juveniles and adults, but a higher competition at the juvenile stage selects for earlier switching, while stronger competition at the adult stage selects for later switching. However, changes in model parameters differ in their effects on ecological, convergence and evolutionary stability. Ecological and convergence stabilities refer to the propensity of the population and trait dynamics to return to their equilibria after a perturbation. Invasibility of the singular strategy instead refers to propensity of invasion by nearby phenotypes, thus characterizing the divergence rate of the two coexisting branching morphs. We find that variation in growth, competition and egg investment parameters affects ecological and convergence stability of the singular strategy along the same direction, while variation in survival and fertility affects these two types of stability along opposing directions. Moreover, when considering a single trait (as in the current study), an increase in invasibility implies decreased convergence stability of the singular strategy (table 1) .
Systematic numerical simulations and bifurcation analyses revealed evolutionary bistability, i.e. different populations of the same species in similar environments could display a life history characterized by either direct development (loss of the juvenile phase) or an intermediate time of maturation depending on the initial strategy, thus accounting for acrosspopulation variability. Moreover, in different environmental conditions the intermediate time of maturation can actually be an evolutionary branching point under disruptive selection. In other words, life-history dimorphism will evolve within the same population, leading to the sympatric coexistence of two maturation strategies. Thus, the model qualitatively describes both across-and within-population variability in maturation strategies in different species and/or environments.
Across-and within-population variability
In the disruptive selection region, i.e. for values of the juvenile initial size w 0 between the BR bifurcation and the SN bifurcation (figure 4a, light and dark green intervals), life-history dimorphism is selected within the same population, thus accounting for within-population variability. In the dark green interval disruptive selection is unconditional, i.e. selection will lead to the branching point and dimorphism will evolve in sympatry, no matter the initial strategy (figure 4b). In the light green region, because of bistability between the TC bifurcation and the SN bifurcation, disruptive selection is conditional. In fact, if the initial strategy t(0) is smaller than the internal (convergence) unstable strategy (dashed line in figure 4a,c) , the population Table 1 . Model parameters (leftmost two columns) and their schematic effect around the reference values of figure 3c on the population dynamics (central two columns), quantified by the juvenile and adult population equilibrium J( t), A( t) and its stability (measured by the absolute value of the eigenvalue of the linearized population dynamics at the equilibrium, j(d J(t þ 1)=d J(t))j J( t) j , 1), and on the trait dynamics (rightmost three columns), quantified by the singular strategy t (branching point in figure 3c), its convergence stability (measured by the real part of the eigenvalue of the evolutionary dynamics (2.5) at the singular strategy, Real(dG(t)=dt)j t , 0), and its invasibility (measured by B in equation (2.6) will evolve towards the stable boundary strategy t ¼ 0, i.e. to a simple life history without juvenile phase (direct development); otherwise, if t(0) is greater than the internal unstable strategy, the population will evolve towards the branching point (thick line in figure 4a and dotted line in figure 4c to which the thick trajectories converge). In other words, different populations of the same species in similar environments could display a life history characterized by either (monomorphic) direct development or dimorphism (coexistence of both direct development and intermediate strategy, right-hand side of figure 4c) depending on the initial strategy, thus accounting for both across-and within-population variability. The SN bifurcation is a common upper boundary for both the bistability and the disruptive selection regions. However, the TC and the BR bifurcation points (the lower boundaries for the bistability and the disruptive selection regions, respectively) are independent from each other. Therefore, bistability and disruptive selection overlap. For example, in figure 4a bistability always occurs together with disruptive selection (dimorphic bistability or conditional disruptive selection, light green interval and figure 4c), while disruptive selection can occur alone (unconditional disruptive selection, dark green interval and figure 4b). This means that within-population dimorphism would not be observed in figure 4c if the initial strategy converged to direct development. Moreover, different populations of the same species in similar environments will either display (monomorphic) direct development or life-history dimorphism (coexistence of both direct development and intermediate maturation strategy). However, when analysing the triggers of variability (see next section) there will also be regions where bistability occurs alone when BR.TC (monomorphic bistability, e.g. yellow regions in figure 5 ). This means that in those regions only acrosspopulation variability can be observed. Finally, there is a region characterized by a monomorphic internal ESS before TC (orange interval in figure 4a ) and a region of direct development after SN (red interval).
Triggers of variability
In this section, we study the effect of three ecological mechanisms described in the model ( juvenile growth, juvenile competition and egg investment returns-survival and fertility have no relevant effects on variability, while adult competition has opposite effects of juvenile competition) on the across-and within-population variability scenarios of figure 4a. Such parameters can change among species and along ecological and environmental gradients in space (e.g. latitude and altitude) and time (e.g. climate change, habitat fragmentation and human exploitation) [88, 107, 108] , thus our results could be used as a framework to understand life-history variability among and across different taxa in space and time.
Increasing juvenile growth exponent r increases the bistability (yellow and light green) region, making across-population variability possible for a larger range of juvenile initial size, while first increases and then decreases the disruptive selection (green and dark green) region (range of juvenile initial size allowing within-population variability). The monomorphic (orange) region also increases with juvenile growth, while the direct development (red) region shrinks. Increasing juvenile competition coefficient c J increases the bistability region but decreases the disruptive selection region. The monomorphic region increases then decreases while the direct development region increases with juvenile competition. Increasing egg investment returns (decreasing the egg investment risk exponent rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180371 e) increases the bistability region, making across-population variability more likely, while the disruptive selection region of within-population variability is first increased and then decreased. The monomorphic region also initially decreases and then increases with increasing egg investment returns, while the direct development region always decreases.
Summary of results
In summary, reduced growth should result in smaller and less stable juvenile populations but higher adult density (see table 1 , ecological equilibrium and stability), and select for an earlier transition between life stages (see table 1 , singular strategy) with decreased range of juvenile initial size allowing across-population variability (bistability, figure 5a) . However, the relationship between reduced growth and the range of juvenile initial size allowing within-population variability is predicted to be hump-shaped, increasing up to a maximum value, then decreasing (figure 5a). Alternatively, increased juvenile density-dependent competition would select for lower and less stable population abundance (see table 1 , juvenile competition coefficient, ecological equilibrium and stability), implying smaller populations which are less resistant to environmental or stochastic perturbations and fluctuations. Selection in these populations is predicted to result in an earlier life-history transition (see table 1 , singular strategy). These conditions would also reduce the range of juvenile initial size allowing withinpopulation variability (disruptive selection, see figure 5b) . However, the range of species' juvenile initial size to display across-population variability in similar environmental conditions would be increased (bistability, see figure 5b) .
Additionally, decreased return of egg investment (increased egg investment risk exponent) would also select for lower and less stable juvenile populations but higher adult density (see table 1 , ecological equilibrium and stability), and earlier SP (see table 1, singular strategy) with decreased range of juvenile initial size allowing across-population variability (bistability, see figure 5c), and hump-shaped range of juvenile initial size allowing within-population variability (disruptive selection, figure 5c).
Finally, decreased fertility and/or survival throughout the life cycle would select for smaller and less resilient population abundances (see table 1, ecological equilibrium and stability), but later SP (see table 1, singular strategy). Moreover, a decrease in juvenile size might trigger an evolutionary regime shift from direct development to delayed maturation and, possibly, within-population dimorphism (figures 4a and 5).
Discussion
We studied natural selection on a single life-history SP between a juvenile (or larval) growth stage and a reproductive adult stage using the evolutionary approach of AD. Specifically, we examine the emergence of variability in the timing of the transition between stages within and across populations and environments using bifurcation analyses and numerical continuation techniques. This approach predicted variability across populations under different demographic and/or environmental conditions that is consistent with previous results obtained from studies using a fitness optimization approach. Importantly, the AD advances life-history theory in that it yields novel insights into the factors that shape SP variability within populations. Although multiple SP strategies are often observed within a single population in the same environmental conditions, previous optimality-based theory does not readily explain this phenomenon.
Our results concerning selection for earlier versus later life-history SP are in agreement with previous modelling [38,42-47,72-74,76] and empirical observations [109] [110] [111] [112] . These results can also be directly compared with those from rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180371 the classic optimality model of Werner [2] (minimize the ratio m/g of mortality and growth in all phases). In fact, if we also neglect density-dependence (to facilitate the comparison with [2] ), we can simply summarize our results as a single possible switch between gains from growth in the juvenile phase (under constant mortality) and gains from reduced mortality obtained in the adult phase (under no growth). Under these conditions, we obtain the same results as Werner [2] : increasing growth rate increases the benefits of staying in the juvenile growth phase, thus selects for later time of maturation (see table 1 , singular strategy). While reducing mortality (increasing egg survival in our model) due to a longer stay in the adult phase also increases fitness, thus selects for an earlier time of maturation (see table 1 , singular strategy). However, adding resource competition in the juvenile and adult phases, that changes the fitness to be interrelated with the population dynamics and the biotic environment set by the resident phenotype, makes prediction more complex, but at the same time it allows the generation of novel and more realistic results of life-history variability within the same population. In contrast to our results, Rowe & Ludwig [37] have also explained the variability of size and time of maturation in the same population and found that individuals maturing later during the year are smaller. However, their result is based on a priori variability of initial size and duration of growth, while our model instead explains the emergence of diversity from a unique identical starting population with same initial size and growth trajectory. Direct development, i.e. the loss of the SP and of the growth phase, has already been predicted in a previous model of insect life cycles [42] , in which fertility is not related to size attained at maturation, and therefore there is no advantage to stay in the juvenile phase but to mature as soon as the minimum size for reproduction is reached. Direct development has also been empirically observed in insects [42] , amphibians such as frogs and salamanders [21, 36] , and fish, e.g. the non-migratory Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar m. sebago) and rainbow trout (Salmo gairdnerii), that remain in the freshwater natal habitat to reproduce, without the growth phase in the sea [113, 114] . Specifically, Wilbur & Collins [36] argue that direct development in amphibians reduces competition in the high-density larval habitat for species with extremely large clutch size, but subsequent parental care produces a few large eggs. This argument is in agreement with our model assumptions and results.
In addition, another ubiquitous result of our study is the possibility of evolutionary bistability, i.e. different possible phenotypic regimes for the same species in similar environments but in different locations, depending on the initial SP strategy. Such life-history variability depending on initial conditions has also been shown by Chase [115, 116] : the same growth -reproduction trade-off implemented in our model can generate two alternative life-history strategies of either early or late reproduction, both in his optimality model and his experiments on freshwater snail (Mollusca: Gastropoda) Helisoma trivolis, even when its life history is embedded in a food web context ( predation is also considered in his study).
The AD approach, despite initially derived for rare and small mutations, has been generalized such that traits can be interpreted as the mean of a trait distribution [54, 55, 117] . Therefore, disruptive selection is responsible in the short term for increasing the variance of trait distribution among individuals within the same population, in the long run creating a bimodal trait distribution eventually clustering around two different coexisting phenotypes possibly leading to sympatric speciation [118] [119] [120] [121] . Empirical examples of such within-population or sympatric life-history variability exist and support our model. For example, Avlyush et al. [122] showed two different times of emergence (summer versus winter) of sympatrically coexisting mayfly species (E. nigridorsum and E. orientalis) under extreme climate. Also, Schneider et al. [84] showed that adult size in the mosquito Aedes aegypti emerging from the resource-competition larval phase is heritable and adaptive: in field populations, it shows broad genetic variance that is likely maintained by divergent selection under stable environment persisting over long time scales. Grö zinger et al. [110] discovered high local variance in maturation traits of the common frog (Rana temporaria), across but especially within ponds, on a very small geographical scale. Semlitsch et al. [123] showed that one group of juveniles of the mole salamander (Ambystoma talpoideum) matured well before the other group, highlighting two different coexisting strategies. Finally, the North Sea stock of Atlantic cod Gadus morhua comprises of multiple groups that differ both genetically and phenotypically, where life-history trade-offs between growth and reproduction drive significant variation in maturation strategy: despite similar growth rates one group matures later than the other [124] . Moreover, Knickle & Rose [125] confirm that Gadus ogac, characterized by a similar growth rate relative to the sympatric Gadus morhua, differs in age and size at maturity, and that such difference reduces resource competition and facilitates the coexistence of these two species. These observations are all consistent with our theoretical propositions.
Alternative methodologies to describe within-population variability other than the AD framework do exist. First, quantitative genetics [126] primarily estimates the frequency change in genotypes and phenotypes over a short timescale. It relies on standing genetic variation. Selection operates by differentiating reproductive output from individuals with different heritable phenotypes, favouring some phenotypes over the average within a population. Stabilizing selection decreases genetic variation and possibly leads to allele and trait fixation, while under strong disruptive selection that overcomes the weakening effect of polygenic inheritance phenotypic traits can display large variation within a population, even with the frequency distribution potentially a bimodal distribution [104] . Second, phenotypic plasticity described by environment-phenotype interactions, known as the reaction norm [3, 49, 51, [127] [128] [129] , can also explain within-population variability: the same genotype can generate different phenotypic traits in different environments, and thus trait variability in heterogeneous environments or along environmental gradients. Environmental heterogeneity experienced by different members of the same population or remixed individuals from different environments via gene flows could account for within-population variability. When reaction norms are explored using AD [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] , evolutionary branching of reaction norms becomes possible [135, 136] . Finally, such within-population variation can be explained by stochastic or probabilistic trait values of resident individuals, implicitly describing standing variation or environmental heterogeneity or personality traits. However, such probabilistic traits could also become dimorphic as rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180371 in [75] where the probability of maturation in discrete size classes can diversify under extreme exogenous exploitation. An explicit description of sexual reproduction or environmental variability could be implemented in the present model to improve insights on life-history evolution, disentangling the effect of genetic recombination and phenotypic plasticity on possible polymorphism within populations. These approaches, however, assume either a priori individual variability or exogenous environmental heterogeneity, in contrast to our model where the emergence of variability is rooted in endogenous disruptive selection within homogeneous environments. There are additional ways to expand our current model, by considering other potential adaptive traits in the system. For example, the initial size of juveniles could coevolve together with the time of maturation, where we suspect that selection could favour intermediate initial sizes under size-specific growth and thus support lifehistory variability within a single population. This, however, is left for future research.
The proposed modelling framework can be used to examine and understand how different environmental conditions, e.g. gradients in space (e.g. latitude and altitude) and time (e.g. climate change, habitat fragmentation, human exploitation), can affect how the timing of life-history SPs is expected to vary across and within populations and species. This can be done by looking at how ecological and environmental gradients would affect the ecological drivers described in our model, i.e. growth, competition, survival and reproduction. For example, harsh environmental conditions might imply lower fertility, survival throughout the life cycle, and/or juvenile size [107, 108] , while habitat fragmentation might increase density-dependent competition for resources [107] . Alternatively, shifts toward colder climates or environmental degradation could result in slower growth [107, 108] , while environmental variability could decrease the return of egg investment [107] , by increasing the risk of having only few eggs for the following season. This would result in smaller and less stable populations with an earlier transition between life stages (table 1) with a decreased range of juvenile initial size allowing acrosspopulation variability and a hump-shaped range of juvenile initial sizes allowing within-population variability (figure 5c). Such analysis is readily done using bifurcation analysis and numerical continuation techniques and can be useful as a general tool to understanding patterns of life-history variability across different species in different ecological and environmental conditions. Data accessibility. The paper does not make use of any data. MATLAB code for the model is uploaded as the electronic supplementary material.
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Appendix A. Model and methods
The explicit description of the population dynamics is given by
e J(t), equilibrating at
The invasion fitness is
Notice that juvenile and adult density-dependent competition (last terms in the brackets) are only restricted to that specific phase. For example, innovative individuals with earlier maturation (t 0 , t) will only suffer juvenile competition with the residents J(t) until they mature at time t 0 , and then will suffer adult competition with the residents A(t) ¼ s J J(t)=(1 þ c J t J(t)) only during the period when adult residents are present, that is, 1 2 t. Otherwise, innovative individuals with later maturation (t 0 . t) will suffer juvenile competition only until t, and then will suffer adult competition for 1 2 t 0 . In other words, juveniles only interfere with juveniles and adults only interfere with adults. This situation describes different resources or habitat so that interference competition only happens in the specific phases. Note that the fitness is consistently equal to 1 when t 0 ¼ t, by definition of the resident equilibrium J(t). To restrict the model to standard AD and for numerical computation purposes, we smoothly approximate the fitness function with rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 15: 20180371
where tanh(a(t 0 2 t)) is the hyperbolic tangent ( figure 6 ), that vanishes when t 0 ¼ t, and tends to 1 (respectively, 21) when t 0 . t (respectively, t 0 , t), with slope at t 0 ¼ t proportional to a. This approximation also relaxes the strong assumption of direct interference interactions only within the specific life stage ( juvenile or adult), thus possibly making the model more realistic biologically. We used a value of a ¼ 10 in the computations; changing its value does not qualitatively affect the results. The analysis of the discontinuous model can be interesting from a theoretical point of view (e.g. [137] ), but this falls outside the scope of this paper and is thus left for future research.
